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The Challenge 
• Additional support was required for RB to attend Cambridge Road 

for an extra day this was because RB was at home and only 

attending a service one day a week. 

• He previously went to college, but this had now finished for him  

• He was gaining weight and becoming isolated as he liked his own 

company and finds it difficult to be part of group activities. 

 

 

 

  Our Role 

• Staff supported R to engage more, slowly bringing him out 

of his own company. 

• Staff encouraging R to develop his skills an independence 

by offering support and encouragement to make his own 

drinks  

• Staff to develop R’s confidence and trust he will actively 

come to find you and ask for what he wants this is a 

massive difference to how R’ previously presented. 

• Staff are working towards R being supported more in the 

community this is a slow process, but support staff feel this 

will be achievable due to the development and change in 

R’s recently there is lots of potential for him to develop 

more reaching his full potential! 

 

The Difference We Made 

• RB now interacts more he will play pool now. 

• RB seems so much happier and more fulfilled during 

the day. 

• He is more active, and as a result has lost weight. 

• RB has been supported to go to the local shop; 

something that he wouldn’t do previously. 

• RB will now eat his lunch with other people who 

attend the service. 

• RB will, with support, make himself a drink; 

promoting his independence and life skills. 

• R is visibly more confident and happy, he no longer 

isolates himself and will approach staff. 

 

Quote 
“The difference in R is amazing he has come so far; he is so 

much happier and out of his shell!” 


